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ocean may provide a model for early Earth at the time
of the terrestrial origin of life (Bada et al. 1994). TheA spacecraft in orbit around Jupiter’s moon Europa can use

ice penetrating radar to probe for a possible liquid water ocean search for and initial characterization of a Europan ocean
beneath Europa’s surface ice and to characterize other impor- via an orbiting spacecraft is now one of the highest
tant subsurface structure. Consideration of available con- priority objectives of Solar System exploration.
straints on the properties of Europa’s ice, possible subsurface It has been suggested (Squyres 1989) that an orbiting
temperature gradients, and possible impurities in the ice places radar sounder might be able to detect the presence of
an upper limit of about 10 km on the depth to which an ocean a subsurface Europan ocean. The radar detectability of
might be detectable with an orbiting radar.  1998 Academic Press

the putative ocean depends on the transparency of the
overlying ice, which in turn will depend on the ice’s
purity and temperature gradient, as well as the radar

I. INTRODUCTION wavelength. Here we demonstrate that consideration of
those factors plus available constraints on the properties

The initial reconnaissance of the jovian system by the
of Europan ice places a limit of about 10 km on the

Voyager spacecraft (Smith et al. 1979a,b, Malin and Pieri
depth to which an ocean might be detectable with an

1986) and models of tidal heating of natural satellites
orbiting radar.

suggested the possibility of a liquid water ocean beneath
the ice of Jupiter’s moon Europa (Cassen et al. 1979,

II. PREVIOUS RADAR OBSERVATIONS1980, 1982, Squyres et al. 1983, Ross and Schubert 1987,
Ojakangas and Stevenson 1989). Recent high resolution
imaging of Europa from the Galileo spacecraft (Belton Extensive radar sounding of Greenland and polar ice

sheets, sea ice, and glaciers provides a baseline of terrestrialet al. 1996, McKinnon 1997a, Carr et al. 1998) is consistent
with this interpretation, and suggests that in some loca- experience (Evans and Smith 1969, Gudmandsen 1971,

Drewry 1981, Robin et al. 1983, Daniels et al. 1988, Fishertions, liquid water may lie within a few kilometers or
less of Europa’s surface. Since liquid water is essential et al. 1989, Hallikainen and Winebrenner 1992, Kovacs and

Morey 1992). Terrestrial ice-covered lakes (Oswald andfor life as we know it, the possible existence of a second
liquid water ocean in the Solar System is of great Robin 1973, Oswald 1975), such as Lake Vostok in Antarc-

tica (Kapitsa et al. 1996), have been detected and character-exobiological interest (Reynolds et al. 1983, 1987, Chyba
and McDonald 1995). In addition, a subsurface Europan ized beneath as much as 4 km of polar ice. It is easier to

sound colder (polar) ice than warmer (temperate glacier
or sea) ice, in part because attenuation in ice decreases1 Present address: SETI Institute, 2035 Landings Drive, Mountain

View, CA 94043, and Department of Geological and Environmental exponentially with decreasing temperature (Evans 1965,
Sciences, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 94305-2115. Hobbs 1974). This suggests that, all else being equal, it
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may be possible to penetrate much deeper into Europan a 5 0.129Ï«r n[Ï(1 1 tan2 d) 2 1]1/2 dB/m
(1)ice (with surface temperatures p100 K) than in the terres- P 0.091Ï«r n tan d dB/m,

trial analogs.
Warm terrestrial ice contains pockets of liquid water or

where the loss tangent tan d 5 «i/«r, «r and «i are the realbrines that serve as powerful scattering centers (Paterson
and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant (permittiv-and Savage 1970, Strangway et al. 1974, Watts and England
ity), n is the frequency in MHz, and the second equality1976), an impediment that may exist near a Europan ice/
holds for tan d ! 1. Data for ice at temperatures rangingwater interface. Interstitial brines within warm ice might
from 21 to 2608C over the frequency range 1 mm toalso lead to substantial conduction losses. For plausible
10 m (Warren 1984) show that attenuation increases dra-salts that may be present in high concentrations in Europan
matically at wavelengths shorter than p1 m, but remainswater, temperatures below about 210–220 K (depending
flat beyond 1 m.on depth) will lead to complete freezing (Kargel 1991),

Earth-based sounding of Europa, jovian decametric ra-so that liquid brines are expected only in the warm ice
diation, and the attenuation properties of ice all suggestapproaching the putative ice/water interface. However, if
wavelengths of several meters as the best choice for icerecently suggested models (Pappalardo et al. 1998) of solid-
sounding at Europa. For definiteness, calculations in thisstate convection in Europa’s ice shell were correct, temper-
paper are done using a free-space wavelength of 6 m (50atures permissive of liquid brines might extend from the
MHz). Given uncertainties over what will be found atputative ocean up to nearly the bottom of a brittle litho-
Europa, a frequency-agile system capable of sounding atsphere ice layer less than 2 km thick. Given the possible
more than one wavelength in the meter to tens-of-meterssalt content of a Europan ocean (McCord et al. 1998), there
range would seem a wise choice for an actual flight system.may be a temperature limit well below 273 K above which

We interpolate experimental data (Johari and Charettea warm convecting ‘‘ice’’ layer may simply become a liquid
1975) for attenuation in ice at 35 MHz (8.6 m) and 60briny water layer.
MHz (5 m) to 50 MHz (6 m) and extrapolate to EuropanEarth-based radar observations of Europa at 3.5 and
temperatures (surface temperatures p50–100 K). This re-13 cm (Ostro 1982, Ostro et al. 1992) show that Europa’s
quires modeling how permittivities vary with temperature.average total-power radar albedo (2.7) exceeds that of any
For a regular dielectric such as ice, «r and «i vary withother radar-detected Solar System object (e.g., the Moon’s
temperature T and circular frequency g 5 2fn accordingalbedo is 0.1). The ratio of echo power in the same sense
to the Debye equation. «r and «i are given byof circular polarization as transmitted to the opposite sense

is higher for Europa (1.6) than for any other target (again,
«r 5 «y 1 («0 2 «y)/(1 1 g2t 2), (2a)the lunar value is 0.1). This implies that the uppermost

10 m or more of Europa’s surface are very clean ice pos-
sessing density variations at scales that multiply scatter 3.5- and
to 13-cm waves (Ostro and Shoemaker 1990). At 70 cm,
Europa’s albedo drops by at least an order of magnitude «i 5 gt(«0 2 «y)/(1 1 g2t 2), (2b)
(Black et al. 1996). This suggests either that scattering
centers disappear below p10 m depth, or that there is a

where t is the dielectric relaxation time, «0 the low-fre-
cutoff in the size of the scattering centers that reduces their

quency (compared with t21) permittivity, and «y the high-
scattering efficiency at longer wavelengths. In either case,

frequency permittivity (Evans 1965, Hobbs 1974).
deeper penetration into the ice is evidently possible at

Both t and («0 2 «y) are temperature dependent. Since
wavelengths beyond p1 m. At the same time, decametric

an ordered orientation of the molecular dipoles in the
radiation (noise) from Jupiter increases rapidly at frequen-

dielectric is resisted by thermal agitation, a Boltzmann
cies below about 50 MHz, increasing by some 6 orders of

principle applies and
magnitude by 10 MHz (Carr et al. 1983), requiring that
radar observations not shielded by the body of Europa be

t 5 C exp(E/kBT), (3a)done at wavelengths shorter than p10 m.

where C 5 5.30 3 10216 s, the activation energy E 5
0.571 eV (Hobbs 1974), and kB 5 8.61 3 1025 eV K21 isIII. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RADAR
the Boltzmann constant, so that t 5 C exp(6629/T). TheATTENUATION IN ICE
high-frequency permittivity «y has a slight dependence on
T that is well approximated as linear (Gough 1972, HobbsAttenuation a (measured in decibels per meter) of elec-

tromagnetic wave power in ice is given by (Evans 1965, 1974, Mätzler and Wegmüller 1987). For the parameters
adopted here,Gudmansen 1971)
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«0 5 «y 1 23400/(T 2 15) (4c)

as values to be used in Eqs. (2) for «i and «r.
In addition, Thompson and Squyres (1990) empirically

fit data summarized by Warren (1984) from many different
experimenters over the wavelength range 1 mm to 8.6 m
and temperatures from 213 to 272 K. Their empirical fit is:

«i 5 («3
D 1 «3

S)1/3, (5a)

with

FIG. 1. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant of ice vs temper-
ature, for laboratory measurements at 60 MHz (Johari and Charette log(«S) 5 20.627 2 434.5/T 2 0.742 log l, (5b)
1975) and several ice attenuation models. The dots indicate laboratory
data; error bars are smaller than the plotted dot size. The solid line is a
fit to the data using the Debye equations, Eqs. (2), and the parameter
choices explained in the text (Eqs. (3)). This fit is used in the modeling and
presented in this paper. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to best
fits using the models (Thompson and Squyres 1990) presented as Eqs.
(4) and (5), respectively.

log(«D) 5 1.13 2 1547/T 1 log l, (5c)

«y 5 3.02 1 6.41 3 1024 T. (3b)
where l is the free-space wavelength.

The three fits considered here, Eqs. (3), (4), and (5), areThe difference «0 2 «y obeys the Curie–Weiss law:
evaluated at 60 MHz and compared to laboratory data
(Johari and Charette 1975) at this frequency in Fig. 1.«0 5 «y 1 Ac/(T 2 Tc); (3c)
Comparison to data at 35 MHz gives nearly identical re-
sults. These data are identified as the most relevant to thewhere Tc P 35 K (Hobbs 1974). Values for Tc ranging from
modeling pursued here as both frequencies lie in the range15 K (Johari and Jones 1978) to 46 K (Kawada 1978) may
relevant to radar sounding at Europa, and bracket thebe found in the literature. We determine Ac by fitting Eq.
50-MHz frequency employed in this paper. As can be seen(2b) as a function of temperature to experimental data at
in Fig. 1, Eqs. (3) provide a superior fit to these data.5 and 8.6 m over the temperature range 272 to 248 K
Equations (3) will therefore be used throughout the model-(Johari and Charette 1975) interpolated to 6 m. These data
ing reported here.are well-fit (Fig. 1) when Ac 5 3.54 3 104 K, a value within

Nevertheless, a legitimate cause for concern is the lim-the scatter of other determinations of Ac (Hobbs 1974).
ited temperature range over which the data in Fig. 1 extend.The resulting formulae for «r and «i as a function of temper-
Estimates of «i at temperatures extending down to p80 Kature T may then be used in Eq. (1), allowing the extrapola-
at l 5 1.25 cm (Lamb and Turney 1949) or l . 3 kmtion of attenuation in ice to lower temperatures.
(Gough 1972) suggests that Eqs. (3) may significantly un-Thompson and Squyres (1990) have proposed two differ-
derestimate attenuation at low temperatures. Fits to dataent fits to experimental data for dielectric attenuation in
in the 1023 Hz to 5 k Hz range suggest that the ice activationice. They suggest extrapolating to shorter wavelengths the
energy drops from 0.57 to 0.23 eV at temperatures belowfit by Johari and Jones (1978) to those authors’ data in the
220 K (Kawada 1978), suggesting that Eqs. (3) may greatlytemperature range 270 to 200 K at wavelengths beyond
underestimate «i at low temperatures in at least this fre-1.5 km. This gives
quency range.

Ultimately these concerns should be addressed throught 5 9.3 3 10213 T21 exp(6150/T) s, (4a)
a systematic set of experiments at wavelengths in the range

«y 5 3.083 1 2.8 3 1024 T, (4b) 1 to 10 m and at temperatures from 273 to 50 K, allowing
a better empirical fit to the parameters in Eqs. (3). Until
such results become available, however, we may rely onand
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«eff,i 5 «i 1 3f(bc 2 ad)/(c2 1 d2), (7b)

with

a 5 «2
i 2 «2

r 1 «r«s,r 2 «i«s,i , (7c)

b 5 «r«s,i 2 2«i«r 1 «i«s,r , (7d)

c 5 «s,r(1 2 f ) 1 «r(2 1 f ), (7e)

and

d 5 «s,i(1 2 f ) 1 «i(2 1 f ). (7f)

We then calculate attenuation a by using Eqs. (7) in Eq. (1).
We use the attenuation properties of lunar samples to

provide a model impurity to mix in with Europa’s ice.FIG. 2. Absorption at 50 MHz in dirty ice as a function of temperature
and impurity content. The solid line shows attenuation (dB/m) in pure As will be seen below, attenuation by lunar samples is
ice; the dashed lines show attenuations for ice with lunar soil (Eq. (6)) dominated by incorporated metals. Olhoeft and Strangway
mixed in according to Eq. (2) for (from bottom to top) mixing fractions (1975) have reviewed 92 measurements of lunar rock and
f 5 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5. Attenuation in lunar soil is dominated by the soil’s

soil samples, and find by regression analysis that the realmetallic content.
part of «s is given by

the result that, as shown in Fig. 2, attenuation in pure «s,r 5 (1.93 6 0.17)r, (8)
ice falls so quickly with temperature that the details of
attenuation in ice below p200 K are likely to be unimport- where r is the sample density in g cm23 and the equation
ant compared with the effects of contaminants. For impu- holds for frequencies above 100 kHz. Similarly, the loss
rity concentrations above p1%, dielectric absorption by tangent is
ice becomes unimportant at temperatures below p210 K,
because the impurities dominate absorption. Similarly, at tan ds 5 [(0.00053 6 0.00056) 1 (0.00025 6 0.00009)C]r,
impurity concentrations p10%, absorption in ice becomes (9)
unimportant at temperatures below p230 K.

where C is the percentage of FeO 1 TiO2 (primarily metal-

IV. EFFECT OF IMPURITIES IN THE ICE
lic ilmenite) in the sample. The average percentages of
TiO2 and FeO in lunar samples are 3.3 6 3.6% and
12.9 6 6.3%, respectively (Olhoeft and Strangway 1975).Impurities in Europan ice could strongly affect a radar
The corresponding abundances for carbonaceous chon-sounding experiment. We therefore consider the radar at-
drites (types I, II, and III) are 0.1 6 0.03 and 17.2 6 7.7%,tenuation caused by mixing different impurities into an ice
respectively (Wiik 1956), so C 5 16 is a representativematrix. There is a large body of work on the dielectric
choice for nonterrestrial Solar System materials. The lossproperties of mixtures; here we employ the Rayleigh mix-
tangent is dominated by FeO, which accounts for p75%ing formula, which holds for spherical scatterers of per-
of the total attenuation.mittivity «s and diameters ds # l/2f, embedded in a back-

At frequencies above 100 kHz, the frequency depen-ground medium (ice) of permittivity «. The effective
dence of «s,r is negligible, as is the temperature dependencepermittivity «eff is then (Nielsen 1978, Sihvola and Kong
for T , 300 K (Saint-Amant and Strangway 1970, Olhoeft1988, 1989)
et al. 1974). The loss tangent, however, has weak frequency
and temperature dependencies, which vary significantly«eff 5 « 1 3f«(«s 2 «)/[(1 1 f )«s 1 (2 1 f )«], (6)
from sample to sample (Chung et al. 1972, Chung and
Westphal 1973, Bussey 1979). An analytical fit has beenwhere f is the fractional volume occupied by the scatterers.
derived for lunar soil sample 15301,38 (Olhoeft et al. 1974);The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (6) are
to a good approximation tan ds Y g2b where b 5 0.33.
Most measurements contributing to Eq. (9) were made in«eff,r 5 «r 1 3f(ac 1 bd)/(c2 1 d2) (7a)
the range 105 to 4.5 3 108 Hz; here we assume Eq. (9) to
hold at 50 MHz.and
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The temperature dependence of tan d varies substan- electrically similar to rocks (Campbell and Ulrichs 1969).
These materials then have a approaching 0.1 dB/m. Terres-tially between lunar rock samples. At 10 MHz, tan d is

typically p1 order of magnitude lower at 77 K than at trial dry salt deposits have a P 0.01 dB/m (Unterberger
1978, Daniels et al. 1988), a lower attenuation than that475 K (Chung et al. 1972, Chung and Westphal 1973).

Data for the temperature dependence of lunar soil sample given by Eqs. (11), so that modeling ice impurities on
Europa as terrestrial salt deposits would give deeper possi-15301,38 in the range 298 to 973 K has been fit (Olhoeft

et al. 1974) with the analytical formula ble sounding depths than those found here.
Globally averaged impurity concentrations in ice at Eu-

ropa’s surface of more than a few weight percent of darktan ds Y exp(2bE0/kBT), (10)
material appeared unlikely due to the strength of ice ab-
sorption bands in reflection spectra (Clark et al. 1986). Ofwhere the activation energy E0 5 0.025 eV (or less; we
course, there is no guarantee that impurity concentrationsadopt this value). Equation (9) was determined for T 5
are not higher at depth. However, recent data from the298 K; we extrapolate to lower temperatures according to
Galileo near-infrared mapping spectrometer (McCord etEq. (10). From 273 to 50 K, tan d varies by a factor of 5,
al. 1998) suggest that particular regions of the surface havedropping from 6 3 1023 to 1 3 1023. Loss tangents for
substantially higher impurity concentrations in the formlunar rocks measured at 10 MHz over the range 273 to 77
of hydrated salt minerals.typically vary from p1022 to p1023, respectively, consistent

Results for f 5 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5, using Eqs. (1), (7), andwith this extrapolation.
(11), are shown in Fig. 2. At low temperatures where a isA typical lunar surface density (Olhoeft and Strangway
dominated by impurities in the ice, and provided that the1975) is r 5 1.3 g cm23. With C 5 16, Eqs. (8), (9), and
imaginary parts of the permittivities are much smaller than(10) give
the real parts (true for the materials considered here), Eqs.
(1) and (7) give a Y f tan ds Y f«s,i for f ! 1. The results

«s,r 5 2.4, (11a)
of Fig. 2 may be accordingly scaled for different choices
of f, C, r, or tan ds.

and We have assumed that impurities are mixed intimately
throughout Europa’s ice. This could be an appropriate

tan ds 5 0.0059[1.38 exp(2bE0/kBT)], (11b) model for material emplaced via erupting plumes, for ex-
ample. However, other possibilities can be envisioned. If
briny ice erupts and flows onto Europa’s surface, then aswhere the factor 1.38 ensures that the term in brackets

equals 1 at T 5 298 K. By Eq. (1), a sample consisting the ice freezes, dissolved salts will be concentrated into an
unfrozen layer. As the temperature continues to drop, thispurely of this model substance would have a 5 0.04

dB/m at 50 MHz and 273 K. layer would eventually freeze entirely, yielding a boundary
between two media of different permittivities rather thanThis modeling could be improved by laboratory investi-

gations of candidate materials over a range of temperatures an intimate mixture. Further experimental and modeling
work will be required to determine the attenuation proper-and frequencies. Systematic data are not available for plau-

sible materials at temperatures below 273 K in the fre- ties of these more complex geometries. We caution that
some terrestrial samples, such as permafrost at 263 K, showquency range 10 to 100 MHz. Complex permittivities have

been measured for several salt-containing ices over the much more complex dielectric behavior as a function of
frequency (Olhoeft 1977) than the simple physical mixturesrange 193 to 271 K at 5 GHz (Matsuoka et al. 1997; see also

Matsuoka et al. 1996). This type of systematic laboratory modeled here.
Ambiguities in radar sounding of the Filchner–Ronneexploration is badly needed for the frequencies appropriate

to Europa radar sounding. When such data become avail- ice shelf in Antarctica provide an additional caution. The
origin of a radar sounding horizon at a depth of 170 mable, the simulations described here should be reexamined.

Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the values in Eqs. had been identified as due either to an internal reflecting
horizon within the ice or as a surprisingly shallow base of(11) are similar to those found for many other natural

Solar System materials. The surfaces of Mars and Mercury the ice shelf, with the latter explanation being preferred
(Robin et al. 1983). Direct drilling subsequently demon-have values for «r between 1.5 and 3 and loss tangents

of about 0.005 (Olhoeft and Strangway 1975). At room strated that below the horizon at 170 m was another 295
m of ice (Engelhardt and Determann 1987). The lowesttemperature, terrestrial rock powders with densities of 1

g cm23 have typical values for «r of about 2 and tan d about 35 m of ice appeared to be slush. The observed reflection
was evidently due to an internal horizon, probably resulting0.005. Terrestrial rocks have «r in the range 2 to 10 and

tan d in the range 1023 to 1021, with a typical value tan d from an underlying layer of basal sea ice (Engelhardt and
Determann 1987, Jenkins and Doake 1991).P 0.04. Meteorites with negligible metallic iron content are
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V. TEMPERATURE PROFILES OF where Ts and Tb are the temperatures at the surface and
base of the ice layer, respectively, and b is the thicknessEUROPA’S ICE LAYER
of the ice layer. However, the temperature dependence of

Since attenuation in ice is strongly temperature depen- the thermal conductivity of ice is well-known,
dent, the temperature profile of Europa’s ice layer is impor-
tant for modeling attenuation with depth. Because we wish k(T) 5 a/T 1 c, (14)
to examine radar sounding for ice layers of varying thick-
ness, our approach is to choose a candidate ice layer thick- where a 5 4.88 3 107 erg cm21 s21 and c 5 4.68 3 104 erg
ness, set the temperatures at the top and bottom of this cm21 s21 K21 (Hobbs 1974). Moreover, we are interested
layer, and determine the required temperature profile in the case where tidal heating in the ice shell maintains
throughout the layer. Radar attenuation can then be calcu- a liquid ocean, so that q cannot equal 0. For temperatures
lated by convolving this temperature profile with attenua- below p103 K, k(T) P a/T. Most investigations of tidal
tion as a function of temperature. heating in Europa’s ice shell have taken q to be constant

Europa’s surface-averaged temperature is 100 K, with throughout the shell (Cassen et al. 1979, 1980, 1982, Squyres
mean surface temperatures as low as 50 K at the poles. et al. 1983, Ross and Schubert 1987). In this case, solving
Voyager and Galileo observations give a Europan equato- Eq. (12) gives
rial evening terminator temperature of about 90 K and a
subsolar brightness temperature of 128 K (Orton et al. T(z) 5 Ts exp[(H 1 qb)z/a 2 qz2/2a], (15)
1996). A reexamination of the solid-state greenhouse effect
on Europa (Urquhart and Jakosky 1996) gives average where H 5 k(dT/dz)b is the heat flow into the ice shell
surface temperatures of 93–94 K with greenhouse warm- from the ocean, due to heat flow from Europa’s core. For
ings of 0 to 10 K. Ojakangas and Stevenson (1989) calcu- the special case where H 5 0, T(z) is determined uniquely
lated average solar temperatures for Europa as a function in terms of b, Ts, and Tb as
of latitude, taking into account Europa’s obliquity. They
found a surface-averaged temperature of 100 K, with mean T(z) 5 Ts exp[(2z 2 z2/b)/s], (16)
surface temperatures varying from 110 K at the equator
to 52 K at the poles. We take the temperature at the base where s 5 b/ln(Tb/Ts) 5 2a/bq.
of the ice to be the melting temperature of ice at the However, for realistic ice rheologies, q is extremely tem-
pressure appropriate to that depth, ignoring possible ef- perature dependent and the assumption of constant q is
fects due to incorporated salts. The former is a minor effect; extremely invalid. For both the Maxwell and the Glen flow
for Europan surface gravity of 1.3 m s22, the Clapeyron rheologies, q Y exp[l(1 2 Tm/T)], where Tm is the melting
equation gives a melting temperature at 100 km depth of temperature. For the Maxwell rheology, we take l to vary
263 K. linearly from l 5 15 at 100 K to l 5 24 at Tm. For the

Glen’s flow rheology, l P 61 (Ojakangas and Stevenson
Heat Loss by Conduction 1989). For the Maxwell rheology, q increases by p12 orders

of magnitude between 100 and 273 K, and by a factor p10For ice shell thicknesses less than p30 km, Squyres et
between 250 and 273 K.al. (1983) argued that subsolidus convection would not

Realistic solutions of Eq. (12) must take q to be stronglyoccur within Europa’s ice, so that heat loss would be due
peaked near the bottom of the ice layer, where the ice isto conduction. In this case, the equilibrium temperature
warm. Ojakangas and Stevenson (1989) solve Eq. (12) toprofile is, to a good approximation, determined by solving
determine b, given H, q, Tb, and Ts. Here we choose b, Ts,the one-dimensional time-independent thermal diffusion
and Tb and solve for T(z). Equation (12) may be rewrit-equation
ten as

d
dz Sk

dT
dzD5 2q, (12) (dy/dz) d(dy/dz) 5 2q(T) dy/a, (17)

where y; ln(T). Integrating from z to b gives
where z is the depth below the surface, k is the thermal
conductivity of ice, and q is the volumetric heat dissipation [1/T(z)](dT/dz) 5 (H/a)2 1 (2/a)I(Tb), (18)
rate due to tidal heating of the ice layer.

Were k constant and q P 0, Eq. (12) would yield the where the approximation
simple linear temperature profile

ETb

Tz
[q(T)/T ] dT P ETb

0
[q(T)/T ] dT ; I(Tb) (19)T(z) 5 Ts 1 (Tb 2 Ts)z/b, (13)
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0. However, in models that take into account both radio-
genic and tidal heating of Europa’s core, H may be higher.
Squyres et al. (1983) calculated H P 24 erg cm22 s21. We
may use Eq. (21) to derive an approximate expression for
b given dE/dt and H. This expression will be useful in
calculating boundary layer thickness in the convecting ice
case, discussed in the next section. Using I(Tb) P F/b, Eq.
(21) may be solved for b, giving

b P (a/2H2)[22F 6 (4F 2 1 4H2[ln(Tb/Ts)]2)1/2]. (22)

For H 5 10 and 24 erg cm22 s21, Eq. (22) gives b P 26 and
15 km, respectively.

Preliminary Convective Models

There is suspicion that heat loss through at least some of
FIG. 3. Illustrative examples of temperature profiles in Europa’s ice

Europa’s ice shell is by convection rather than conduction(assuming the ice layer to be 10 km thick) for convecting and conducting
(Pappalardo et al. 1998). Modeling of these processes re-subsurface models, and different assumptions about the volumetric heat-

ing rate q. The curve labeled ‘‘convecting ice’’ assumes a 2-km-thick mains at a preliminary stage (McKinnon 1997b, Pappa-
conducting lithosphere underlain by a 7.75-km-thick convecting region lardo et al. 1998, Rathbun et al. 1998), so estimates of
at 250 K. This region is in turn underlain by a 250-m-thick conducting internal temperature gradients appropriate to convection
boundary layer. The remaining curves assume an entirely conducting ice

are likely to prove premature. Nevertheless, because ofshell. The dashed line corresponds to q 5 0 (Eq. (13)), the dotted line
the possible importance of such models, we examine pre-assumes that q is constant throughout the ice (Eq. (16)), and the solid

line assumes that q strongly peaks in the warm ice (Eq. (20)). Of the liminary ones here, recognizing that further work will be
conducting models, only the latter is consistent with realistic ice rheol- required as these models mature.
ogies. The thermal structure for a convecting icy satellite man-

tle may be summarized as follows (Mueller and McKinnon
1988, McKinnon 1998). The uppermost ice layer forms a

holds provided q(T) is sufficiently strongly peaked as T rigid conducting lid, through which heat is lost by conduc-
approaches Tb. Integrating Eq. (18) from z to b and requir- tion. Below this lid lies a comparatively thin boundary
ing T 5 Ts at z 5 0 gives the approximate solution layer, under which lies the convecting ice mantle. The

temperature gradient through the convecting mantle is adi-
T(z) 5 Ts exp(z/h), (20) abatic and in fact is nearly isothermal. Below the convect-

ing layer lies a final thin conducting boundary layer. Pappa-
where h 5 b/ln(Tb/Ts) and lardo et al. (1998) propose a convective model for Europa’s

ice consisting of a conducting layer &2 km thick underlain
ln(Tb/Ts) 5 (b/a)[H2 1 2aI(Tb)]1/2. (21) by a convecting layer between 2 and 8 km thick. This

convecting layer would in turn be underlain by a thin
boundary layer, underneath which would lie the putativeFor Tb 5 273 K, Ts 5 100 K, and b 5 20 km, [H2 1

2aI(Tb)]1/2 ; A(b) 5 25 erg cm22 s21. Europan ocean. The average temperature of the convect-
ing layer at the onset of convection was taken to beThis may be checked for consistency with the results of

Ojakangas and Stevenson (1989), who found, for example, p235 K. McKinnon (1997b) suggests that the convecting
layer’s temperature might be as high as 250 K.that for H 5 10 erg cm22 s21 (about that due to the radio-

genic heating expected from a chondritic Europa core) and As preliminary models to use for radar sounding simula-
tions, we adopt the following thermal structure. We extendtotal tidal dissipation (for a Maxwell rheology) in the ice

shell dE/dt 5 2 3 1018 erg s21, the average ice thickness the temperature gradient down from the surface at 100 K
through the brittle lithosphere and the thin upper bound-b 5 21 km. Defining the flux F 5 (dE/dt)/4fr2

e, where re

is Europa’s radius, we have I(Tb) P F/b, giving A(b) P 21 ary layer to a depth of 2 km, where the temperature reaches
either 235 or 250 K. (The temperature of this convectingerg cm22 s21. The temperature profiles T(z) for Eqs. (13),

(15), and (20) are illustrated in Fig. 3. layer will be the key limitation on radar penetration.) The
temperature remains at either 235 or 250 K down throughOjakangas and Stevenson (1989) find that the ice thick-

ness b derived in their model is sensitive at only the 10% an isothermal convecting depth that we vary from 1 to
8 km thickness. The convecting layer is underlain by alevel to the different choices H 5 10 erg cm22 s21 or H 5
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boundary layer of thickness d, through which the tempera-
ture increases from 235 or 250 K to the melting point of
water corresponding to the given depth. Since both the
upper and the lower boundary layers are being tidally
heated (the bottom layer much more so!), the temperature
gradient through these layers is not linear, but is rather
given by Eq. (20), with Tb and Ts corresponding to the
temperatures at the bottom and top of the boundary.

Were the lower boundary layer heated only from below,
as in typical convection models (Mueller and McKinnon
1988), we could calculate its thickness simply via d 5 k DT/
F, where DT is the temperature drop across the boundary
(Stevenson et al. 1983). However, the situation is compli-
cated by the fact that most of the tidal dissipation in Euro-
pa’s ice shell will take place within this lower boundary
layer, where the ice is warmest. We may therefore approxi-

FIG. 4. Two-way attenuation in dirty Europan ice for a 10-km-thick
mate the thickness of this boundary layer by using Eq. conducting ice layer underlain by liquid water with T(z) given by Eq.
(22), with Tb P 272 K, Ts 5 250 K, and b being taken as (20). Solid and dashed line pairs assume Ts 5 100 and 50 K, respectively.

From bottom to top, line pairs assume successive mixing fractions f 5the boundary layer thickness d. For H ranging from 10 to
0.01, 0.1, and 0.5.24 erg cm22 s21, d P 250 m. For the case where the total

ice thickness is 10 km, the resulting subsurface temperature
distribution is contrasted with conducting ice models in

detectable power is the noise power of the receiver, so weFig. 3. If the temperature of the convecting layer is instead
set Pr 5 kBTnB(S/N), where Tn P 5 3 104 K is the joviantaken to be 235 K, d P 750 m for both H 5 10 and 24 erg
radio noise temperature at Europa (Carr et al. 1983), B iscm22 s21.
the bandwidth, and S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio. We
can determine the dielectric absorption of the dirty ice

VI. SOUNDING DEPTHS IN EUROPAN ICE
layer that can be tolerated and still allow detection of a
Europan ocean by solving Eq. (23) for L2i for appropriateFor T(z) given by Eq. (20), Fig. 4 shows the two-way
choices of the other parameters.attenuation of 50 MHz radar propagating into 10 km of

For definiteness, we choose an RF bandwidth B 5 2dirty ice underlain by an ocean at 272 K for surface temper-
MHz, giving a range resolution of c/2Bn P 40 m, whereatures of 100 and 50 K. The effect of impurities mixed in
the index of refraction n P 1.77 for ice at Europan tempera-with the ice is shown by letting f vary from 0.01 to 0.5.
tures. We take the effective peak power of the antenna toTwo-way attenuations through the ice are 35–55 dB for

f 5 0.01. Figure 5 shows total two-way attenuations for
analogous dirty ice layers, for thicknesses varying from 0
to 20 km. Figure 6 shows total two-way attenuations for
convecting dirty ice models, for ice thicknesses varying
from 3 to 20 km.

The radar equation may be written (Gudmansen 1971)

Pr

Pt
5

G2l2L2
viLiwgr

(4f)2[2(ha 1 b)]2L2i
, (23)

where Pr and Pt are the received and transmitted power at
the antenna, G is the gain, l is the free-space transmission
wavelength, Lvi is the power transmission factor at the
vacuum–ice interface, Liw is the power reflection coeffi-
cient at the ice–water or ice–bedrock interface (which we
assume to be smooth at the scale of the observing wave-
length), gr is the refractive gain, ha is the spacecraft orbital FIG. 5. Total two-way attenuation for conducting dirty ice thick-
altitude, b is the thickness of the ice layer, and L2i is the two- nesses varying from 0 to 20 km. Solid and dashed lines correspond to

the same values of Ts and f as in Fig. 4.way dielectric absorption of the dirty ice. The minimum
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ice/ocean interface can be imaged to a depth of p10 km
(15 km at the poles) for conducting ice with 1% lunar soil
impurities. For impurities at the 10% mixing level, an ice/
ocean interface could be detected p5 km down. Even for
impurities at the 50% level, detection could be achieved
at depths of 1 to 2 km. In general, deeper sounding is
favored by moving poleward; however, ice thickness is
also expected to increase, on average, at high latitudes
(Ojakangas and Stevenson 1989).

In the convecting case, an ice/ocean interface could be
imaged to a depth p10 km for ice containing 1% impurities,
if the convecting layer were at a temperature p235 K.
Increasing this temperature to 250 K reduces the depth to
which an ice/water interface could be imaged to p5 km.
Impurities at the 10% level allow detections to depths p3–5
km. Convecting ice at 250 K containing impurities at theFIG. 6. Total two-way attenuation for convecting dirty ice on Europa.

The models assume a 2-km-thick brittle conducting lithosphere underlain 50% level will show considerable attenuation with depth.
by a convecting ice layer from 1 to 18 km thick, in turn underlain by a An uncertainty in all these results remains the absence of
thin conducting boundary layer. Each set of curves is labeled by an experimental values for the imaginary permittivity of ice
impurity mixing fraction f. Solid lines correspond to convecting ice at

at low temperatures in the frequency range 10 to 100 MHz.235 K; dashed lines correspond to similar models in which the convecting
If liquid water exists within several kilometers of Euro-ice has a temperature of 250 K.

pa’s surface, as suggested by some interpretations of recent
Galileo images (McKinnon 1997a, Carr et al. 1998), our
calculations suggest that a radar at 100 km altitude shouldbe Pt 5 300 W. One scenario for achieving this peak power

is to transmit frequency modulated pulses of 150-es dura- be able to detect it. Nevertheless, potential major uncer-
tainties, difficult to quantify, remain in predicting radartion at a 600-Hz repetition rate. By processing the return

signal the individual modulations within each 150-es dura- detectability of a Europan ocean and in interpreting actual
sounding data. These include scattering from subsurfacetion pulse can be combined and an effective peak power

of 300 W can be achieved with an average power of only 2 heterogeneities, ambiguous reflections from internal ice
horizons, liquid brine inclusions, and the geometrical con-W. (In comparison, 10 m2 of GaAs solar arrays at Europa’s

heliocentric distance, if undegraded by radiation, would figuration of ice–water interfaces. Only performing the
experiment at Europa will test these uncertainties.provide 100 W of power.) The individual pulses can then

be combined (180 pulses per bin) to give a 0.3-s period for
sampling the surface. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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